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***Alert Bulletin Marijuana Infused Edibles***
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(U//FOUO) Marijuana Infused Products and Edibles
(U//FOUO) The State of Colorado legalized medical marijuana in 2012
and recreational marijuana in 2014. There has been an increased
amount of marijuana infused products sold to the public. The products
range from fruit chewz, gummiez, cupcakes, truffles, rice krispy treats,
butter, and banana bread. It is extremely difficult to differentiate
between marijuana infused products and non-infused products if the
original packaging is not with the product.
(U//FOUO) A new Colorado law signed 17 March 2014 extends the
same packaging requirements to medical marijuana products as they
exist for recreational pot.1 This is part of an effort to keep marijuana
edibles away from minors. Critics say it is too easy for someone to
confuse infused products with their non-infused products, or to ingest
higher quantities of THC, the psychoactive component of marijuana,
than they intend. There have been concerns about the accuracy of
testing and labeling of edibles. On 1 May 2014 all edibles sold from
businesses must be tested for potency.2
(U//FOUO) In March 2014 there were two documented cases of
marijuana infused edibles being consumed by minors. The first case
involved a middle school student who took marijuana infused candies
to school and shared them with friends. The students were unaware
the candy was infused with marijuana. The second case involved an
18 year old who ate a marijuana infused candy bar that was not in its
package. The 18 year old did not realize it was infused with marijuana
and was treated for marijuana overdose. The effects associated with
edibles are comparable to smoking marijuana however the effects are
known to take longer to feel but last longer because the edibles are
digested rather than processed through the lungs.3
(U//FOUO) Beyond MarsUSBUS is one website that has a list of their
edible products and the production information for the edible. The
website describes the treats as adult favorites but with a twist. The
sticky ickies are made with melted butter, marshmallows, rice krispies,
and clean pure cannabis Huxley’sUSBUS oil.4

Source: Colorado Cannabis CO

(U) Marijuana infused Black
Forest cupcake

Source: Beyond Mars

(U) Serving Size 1; THC 50 mg
per serving; Potency: High;
Oil Type: Whole Bud Oil

Source: Beyond Mars

(U) Serving Size 10 MG; THC 100
MG; Potency: Medium; Oil Type:
Butane Hash Oil

Source: Beyond Mars

(U) Serving Size 1 Gummiez;
THC 100-200 MG; Potency:
High; Whole Bud Oil
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(U//FOUO) There are numerous websites and dispensaries that sell
marijuana infused products and edibles. Infused products such as
butter, honey, oils5, apple butter, and marinara sauce make it possible
to cook marijuana infused edibles that do not have to be labeled with a
THC warning. This makes regulating these products almost impossible.
Marijuana infused products and edibles can be brought in to
establishments such as schools, jails, offices, military bases and
hospitals without being detected. This is a cause for concern for public
health and safety.

Source: Beyond Mars

(U) Serving Size 10 MG; THC 200
MG-800 MG; Potency Medium,
High &Very High; Whole Bud Oil

(U//FOUO) With Colorado leading the way in the legalization of retail marijuana sales, it is
expected that additional laws will be passed to address problems or loopholes as they are
identified. Marijuana infused edibles and products are an easy alternative to smoking and are
more attractive to those who have an interest in trying marijuana but prefer to be discreet. The
popularity of marijuana infused edibles will increase the likelihood that someone will ingest it
unintentionally as well as allow the products to be brought into locations where marijuana is
not allowed and can go undetected.
(U//FOUO) If you or your agency has any cases or incidents involving these types of products,
please contact Trooper Pam Webster at pam.webster@state.co.us or (720) 219-3403.

(U//FOUO) This report addresses the following CIAC Standing Information Needs: CIAC-SIN-3
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http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/2014/0318/Colorado-wrestles-with-how-to-keep-edible-marijuana-away-from-kids-video
http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/2014/0318/Colorado-wrestles-with-how-to-keep-edible-marijuana-away-from-kids-video
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http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/2014/0318/Colorado-wrestles-with-how-to-keep-edible-marijuana-away-from-kids-video
4
http://beyondmarsedibles.com/?page_id=65
5
http://www.foodchannel.com/articles/article/marijuana-dispensaries-going-gourmet/
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CIAC Customer Satisfaction Survey
Please take a moment to complete this survey and help evaluate the quality, value, and relevance of our intelligence product.
Your response will help us serve you more effectively and efficiently in the future. Thank you for your cooperation and
assistance. Click here to take survey.
For further information concerning this bulletin please contact the
Colorado Information Analysis Center at (877) 509-2422 or email cdps_ciac@state.co.us
To report suspicious activity, please visit our website at http://www.dshem.state.co.us
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